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We report high-resolution anion photoelectron spectra of the cryogenically cooled cyanomethide
anion, CH2 CN− , and its isotopologue, CD2 CN− , using slow photoelectron velocity-map imaging
(SEVI) spectroscopy. Electron affinities of 12 468(2) cm−1 for CH2 CN and 12 402(2) cm−1 for
CD2 CN are obtained, demonstrating greater precision than previous experiments. New vibrational
structure is resolved for both neutral species, especially activity of the ν 5 hydrogen umbrella modes.
The ν 6 out-of-plane bending mode fundamental frequency is measured for the first time in both systems and found to be 420(10) cm−1 for CH2 CN and 389(8) cm−1 for CD2 CN. Some rotational structure is resolved, allowing for accurate extraction of vibrational frequencies. Temperature-dependent
SEVI spectra show marked effects ascribed to controlled population of low-lying anion vibrational
levels. We directly measure the inversion splitting between the first two vibrational levels of the anion
ν 5 umbrella mode in both species, finding a splitting of 130(20) cm−1 for CH2 CN− and 81(20) cm−1
for CD2 CN− . Franck-Condon forbidden activity is observed and attributed to mode-specific vibrational autodetachment from the CH2 CN− and CD2 CN− dipole bound excited states. We also refine
the binding energy of the anion dipole bound states to 39 and 42 cm−1 , respectively, for CH2 CN−
and CD2 CN− . © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4867501]
I. INTRODUCTION

The cyanomethyl radical, CH2 CN, is important astrochemically as an open-shell carbon-containing species.1, 2
It is also an intermediate in hydrocarbon combustion,3 and
is involved in thermal decomposition4 and atmospheric
reactions5, 6 of acetonitrile. The CH2 CN− anion has been
a benchmark system for ion thermochemistry studies,7, 8
and the transition from its electronic ground state to its
excited dipole bound state is a plausible candidate for the
803.79 nm diffuse interstellar band (DIB).9, 10 Ground state
CH2 CN− has yet to be detected in space, though electronically analogous species like ketenimine (CH2 CNH)11 and
propadienylidene (CH2 CC)12 have been found in the interstellar medium. Correlating astronomical microwave or IR
detection of CH2 CN− with the 803.79 nm DIB would make
the case much more compelling.13 Accurate spectroscopic
characterization of CH2 CN and CH2 CN− is crucial to their
identification in astrochemical data. In the current work,
we report newly resolved rovibronic structure of CH2 CN,
CD2 CN, and the corresponding anions via slow photoelectron
velocity-map imaging.
The cyanomethyl radical has a planar C2v geometry
(Fig. 1) and a 2 B1 ground electronic state.14–16 The earliest
studies of CH2 CN were electron spin resonance experiments
carried out in a cold matrix.17–19 In 1979, Jacox assigned IR
absorption bands to the CH2 CN radical in an argon matrix.20
The microwave spectrum of CH2 CN was observed in the
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laboratory in 1988 by Saito et al.,14 which led to its identification in interstellar dust clouds.1, 21 More recently, it has
been observed in the circumstellar shell of a carbon-rich star.2
CH2 CN has been further characterized with high-resolution
laboratory microwave spectroscopy,15, 22 and argon matrix IR
absorption measurements have been made for both CH2 CN
and CD2 CN.23 The rotational structure of the ν 5 hydrogen
umbrella mode of CH2 CN was studied in high resolution
with IR diode laser spectroscopy.24 Several theoretical studies
have also been carried out to model the radical geometry and
vibrational structure.16, 25–28
Zimmerman and Brauman29 found the electron affinity of
CH2 CN via measurement of the total photodetachment crosssection of CH2 CN− in 1977. The CH2 CN− anion is closedshell, and has a slightly non-planar Cs geometry with 1 A
electronic symmetry.10, 13, 16, 27, 28, 30, 31 The potential along the
anion ν 5 umbrella coordinate is a shallow double well.
Ab initio calculations by Gutsev and Adamowicz27 predict
a barrier of ∼150 cm−1 while Moran et al.16 fit experimental data to yield a barrier height of 100 cm−1 . As the barrier is small, the anion geometry can be considered quasiplanar.27, 32, 33 Schematic ν 5 bending potentials for anionic and
neutral CH2 CN are illustrated in Fig. 2.
CH2 CN has a permanent dipole of at least 3.5 D,22, 27
allowing an excess electron to bind weakly to form a 1 B1 anionic dipole bound state (DBS).34 The DBS has a planar C2v
structure like the neutral species,10, 27, 32 as the dipole bound
electron only weakly perturbs the molecular core. The DBSs
of CH2 CN− and CD2 CN− have been studied with rotational
autodetachment spectroscopy, first by Marks et al.34 and then
at considerably higher resolution by Lykke et al.,32, 35 who
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X̃ 2 B1 ← X̃1 A transition for cryogenically cooled CH2 CN−
and CD2 CN− . The combination of cooling with the inherent high instrumental resolution of SEVI reveals considerably more vibrational structure than was seen in previous PES
studies, as well as newly resolved rotational structure. The ν 6
fundamentals of both species and the 2ν 9 overtone of CH2 CN
are observed for the first time experimentally. The inversion
splittings between the v5 = 0 and 1 levels in both CH2 CN−
and CD2 CN− are measured directly in temperature-dependent
studies. Weak Franck-Condon (FC) forbidden modes are observed in the spectra of both isotopologues and their appearance is attributed to mode-specific autodetachment from
vibrationally excited states of the anion DBSs.
FIG. 1. Structure of the CH2 CN radical.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

were able to extract rotational constants and energetics of
the valence and DBS anions of both species. Lykke et al.
placed an upper bound of 67 cm−1 on the binding energy
of the CH2 CN− DBS and 66 cm−1 on the CD2 CN− DBS.
Wetzel et al.33 later studied the rotational structure of the ν 5
mode of the CH2 CN− DBS with vibrational autodetachment
spectroscopy.
Anion photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) is an attractive technique for studying neutral radicals through photodetachment of a stable closed-shell anion.36 CH2 CN− has
been studied in several PES experiments at a resolution of
∼100 cm−1 .16, 31, 37 Moran et al.16 found an electron affinity
of around 1.54 eV for both CH2 CN and CD2 CN, and observed
that both spectra were dominated by a progression in the ν 5
umbrella mode, reflecting transitions from an anion with a
small barrier to planarity to a flat neutral. In all of these experiments, the anions were at room temperature or warmer. The
v5 = 1 anion level has significant population at 300 K, leading
to hot bands and congestion of the photoelectron spectra.
In the present work, we report high-resolution slow
photoelectron velocity-map imaging (SEVI) spectra of the

FIG. 2. Schematic of ν 5 umbrella potentials and vibrational energy levels for
the anion and neutral surfaces of CH2 CN.

The SEVI method has been described in detail
previously,38, 39 as has the current experimental setup in our
laboratory.40–42 Cryogenically cooled, mass-selected anions
are photodetached with tunable light and the electron kinetic energy distribution of the resulting photoelectrons is
measured with a velocity-map imaging (VMI) spectrometer.
Slow electrons are preferentially detected for optimal energy
resolution.
CH2 CN− anions are prepared by expanding a dilute gas
mixture of acetonitrile in He buffer gas through a pulsed
Even-Lavie solenoid valve43 fitted with a circular ionizer.
CD2 CN− anions are prepared similarly, using acetonitrile-d3
as a precursor. Electrons from the ionizer produce slow secondary electrons that undergo dissociative attachment to acetonitrile and acetonitrile-d3 to form the anions of interest.44
The anions are directed to a linear octopole ion trap40 that is
cooled to as low as 5 K and filled with He/H2 buffer gas in a
80:20 mixture. The ions are stored for ∼40 ms, enabling collisional cooling to their ground vibrational state before extraction into an orthogonal time-of-flight mass spectrometer.45
After reaching the laser interaction region of the SEVI spectrometer, the mass-selected ion packet is photodetached with
the output of an Nd:YAG-pumped tunable dye laser. Photoelectrons are focused with the VMI electrostatic lens46 onto
a detector consisting of two chevron-stacked micro-channel
plates coupled to a phosphor screen,47 and recorded with a
CCD camera.
During data acquisition, we use event counting software to identify single electron events and compute their
centroids in real time.48 The electron kinetic energy (eKE)
distribution is reconstructed from the accumulated image using the Maximum Entropy Velocity Legendre Reconstruction (MEVELER) method recently reported by Dick.49 It
is instructive to compare MEVELER to the inverse-Abel,50
BASEX,51 and pBASEX52 reconstruction methods. A representative CH2 CN− SEVI trace processed with all four methods is presented in Fig. 3. For the BASEX and pBASEX methods, the raw experimental data is Gaussian blurred with a 2
pixel standard deviation before reconstruction, so the widths
of experimental features are more comparable to those of the
BASEX and pBASEX basis functions. For the inverse-Abel
reconstruction, each data point in the raw image is averaged
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TABLE I. Energies, geometries, and harmonic frequencies for CH2 CN,
CD2 CN, and their respective anions calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug–cc–
pVTZ level of theory. Calculated electron affinities are given with respect
to the Cs anion and are not corrected for vibrational zero-point energy. Energies are given in wavenumbers (cm−1 ), bond lengths are given in anstroms
(Å), and angles are given in degrees.
CH2 CN−
(Cs )
EA
RH-C
RC-C
RC-N

FIG. 3. Comparison of different reconstruction algorithms for one CH2 CN−
SEVI image taken at 5 K and a photon energy of 13 867 cm−1 . The
MEVELER method (black trace), used in the current work, is compared to
the inverse-Abel (blue), BASEX (red), and pBASEX (green) methods. Traces
are offset vertically for clarity.

with its nearest neighbors to reduce noise in the numerical
transformation.53 The spectra processed with MEVELER are
smoothed only after reconstruction and angular integration;
each data point in a resulting trace is averaged with its nearest
neighbors.
The spectrometer is calibrated with spectra of wellcharacterized photodetachment transitions54 of atomic O− .
As the eKE depends on photodetachment laser energy (hν),
we report SEVI spectra in electron binding energy (eBE),
given by eBE = hν – eKE. The VMI spectrometer has a
roughly constant resolving power eKE/eKE, making its resolution best for low-eKE transitions. We use small extraction
voltages on the VMI electrodes to magnify the low-eKE portion of the spectrum. As described in Ref. 41, we first measure a low-resolution overview spectrum at a single photon
energy. We then obtain high-resolution spectra over narrow
eKE windows by measuring spectra at discrete photodetachment energies just above features of interest. These windows
are merged to create a composite high-resolution spectrum of
the region spanned by the overview spectrum.

III. CALCULATIONS

Electronic structure theory calculations for CH2 CN− ,
CH2 CN, CD2 CN− , and CD2 CN were carried out at the
RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory55–57 in order to determine the geometries, normal modes, and harmonic frequencies of all species. Time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT)58, 59 was used at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ
level of theory to find the energies of excited electronic states
of neutral CH2 CN. Coupled-cluster calculations were carried
out using the Molpro 2010.1 software package60 and TDDFT
calculations were carried out in Q–Chem 4.0.61, 62 The geometries of the neutral species were fixed at C2v symmetry in
keeping with the literature,15, 16 while calculations for the anions were carried out with C2v and Cs geometries. Parameters
calculated for CH2 CN, CD2 CN, and their anions are summarized in Table I.



HCH, in-plane


HCC, in-plane


HCC, out-of-plane


CCN, out-of-plane

ω1 (a1 )
ω2 (a1 )
ω3 (a1 )
ω4 (a1 )
ω5 (b1 )
Barriera
ω6 (b1 )
ω7 (b2 )
ω8 (b2 )
ω9 (b2 )

CH2 CN−
(C2v )

...
1.087
1.402
1.187
115.48
116.01
34.77
176.77

CD2 CN−
(C2v )

CH2 CN
(C2v )

...
1.082
1.389
1.190
119.75
120.13
...
...
3148
2087
1419
1061
...
102
552
3232
1015
418

CD2 CN
(C2v )

12 010
1.080
1.396
1.174
120.44
119.78
...
...
2283
2082
1157
922
...
102
543
2407
841
373

3177
2117
1453
1023
640
...
410
3289
1032
361

2302
2115
1155
913
527
...
384
2453
841
327

a

The barrier is calculated as the difference in energy between the optimized Cs and C2v
anion structures.

Rotational envelopes for the vibrational features of both
isotopologues were modeled using the PGOPHER program.63
The rotational constants for neutral CH2 CN and CD2 CN were
taken from Saito et al.15 while those for the corresponding
anions were taken from Lykke et al.32 The simulation was fit
to each experimental rotational contour, with fixed rotational
constants and varying band origin, temperature, and Gaussian
linewidth.
IV. RESULTS

Overview SEVI spectra of the X̃2 B1 ← X̃ 1 A photodetachment of CH2 CN− and CD2 CN− are presented in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. Spectra of both species were
taken at 5 K (black traces) and at 300 K (red traces). The temperature dependence for the low-eBE region of the spectra is
examined in higher resolution in Fig. 5(a) for CH2 CN− and
Fig. 5(b) for CD2 CN− . Both sets of spectra in Figs. 4 and 5
are highly temperature dependent. For CH2 CN− , peaks C and
J , which are significant at room temperature, vanish at 5 K,
while the much weaker peaks C and J become visible. The
CD2 CN− spectrum has more structure: peaks B , C , F , X, Y,
and Z, present at higher temperatures, are observed to vanish
at 5 K, while peaks B and C become visible.
Cold, high-resolution SEVI spectra for the entire
X̃ 2 B1 ← X̃1 A band are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) for
CH2 CN− and CD2 CN− , respectively. The high-resolution
traces (black) are scaled to the intensity profile of the
overview (blue) and are vertically offset for comparison.
Both sets of spectra are dominated by intense peaks A at
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FIG. 4. Overview SEVI spectra of (a) CH2 CN− and (b) CD2 CN− . The black
traces were taken with the ion trap held at 5 K, and with photon energies of
16 076 cm−1 for CH2 CN− and 16 128 cm−1 for CD2 CN− . The red traces
were taken with the trap at 300 K and photon energies of 16 102 cm−1 for
CH2 CN− and 16 128 cm−1 for CD2 CN−.

low eBE, with vibrational structure continuing for another
∼3000 cm−1 . For both systems, no spectroscopic features
are visible below the peaks labeled A, indicating that peak A
represents the vibrational origin in both cases. Positions and
assignments for the peaks labeled in Figs. 4–6 are summarized in Tables II and III for CH2 CN− and CD2 CN− . For
peaks with rotational multiplet structure resolved in Fig. 6,
peak positions represent the band origin found by fitting the
feature’s rotational contour in PGOPHER as discussed in

J. Chem. Phys. 140, 104305 (2014)

FIG. 6. SEVI spectra of (a) CH2 CN− and (b) CD2 CN− , taken with the ion
trap held at 5 K. The blue traces are the cold low-resolution overview spectra
from Fig. 4. The black traces are high-resolution composite spectra taken at
many laser frequencies.

Sec. III. Positions for peaks with unresolved rotational structure (hot bands and FC forbidden features) represent the peak
center found with a Gaussian fit. While SEVI’s instrumental
resolution is limited in this system by unusual rotational envelopes, features as narrow as 8 cm−1 FWHM were observed
in the high-resolution spectra. Peak assignments, discussed
in detail in Sec. V, were informed by the results of ab initio
harmonic frequency calculations and values from previous
studies.16, 20, 23, 26
The vibrational features in the spectra of both species
have distinctive rotational envelopes, discussed in more detail in Sec. V C. The vibrational origins are shown in Fig. 7,
TABLE II. Peak positions, shifts, and assignments for the SEVI spectra of
CH2 CN− given in Figs. 4(a), 5(a), and 6(a).
Peak

FIG. 5. Low-eBE regions of the SEVI spectra of (a) CH2 CN− and (b)
CD2 CN− illustrating the temperature dependence of some vibrational features. The photon energy was tuned to 14 028 cm−1 for CH2 CN− and to
13 376 cm−1 for CD2 CN− . The ion trap temperature was set to 50 K (blue
traces), 30 K (red traces), and 5 K (black traces). Traces are vertically offset
for clarity.

Position (cm−1 )

Shift (cm−1 )

Assignment

A

12 468

0

000

B

12 888

420

610

C

12 997

529

511

C

13 127

659

510

D

13 200

732

920

E

13 279

811

620

F

13 495

1027

410

G

13 808

1340

520

H

13 907

1439

310

I

14 224

1756

520 610

J

14 386

1918

531

J

14 483

2015

530

K

14 600

2132

310 510

L

15 171

2703

540

M

15 291

2823

310 520

N

15 360

2892

320
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TABLE III. Peak positions, shifts, and assignments for the SEVI spectra of
CD2 CN− given in Figs. 4(b), 5(b), and 6(b).
Peak

Position (cm−1 )

Shift (cm−1 )

Assignment
000

A

12 402

0

B

12 710

308

501 610

B

12 791

389

610

C

12 865

463

511

C

12 946

544

510

D

13 331

929

510 610

E

13 504

1102

520

F

13 839

1437

521 610

F

13 889

1487

520 610

X

13 998

1596

531

G

14 268

1866

520 620

H

14 455

2053

530 610

I

14 661

2259

540

Y

14 937

2535

541 610

Z

15 167

2765

551

J

15 420

3018

540 620

K

15 630

3228

550 610

3463

560

L

15 865

with experimental contours in black and simulations in red. In
the CH2 CN− spectrum, most vibrational modes have a characteristic three-peak rotational envelope at 5 K. The rotational
contours of the CD2 CN− spectrum have a more complex multiplet structure and are not fully resolved. The CH2 CN− origin
was fit in PGOPHER with a Gaussian linewidth of 4 cm−1 and
an anion rotational temperature of ∼10 K, in line with previous measurements of ion temperature after extraction from
our trap.40 The CD2 CN− contours are too poorly resolved
for optimal fitting; the fit of the vibrational origin yielded a
6 cm−1 linewidth and an ion temperature of ∼35 K.
The relative intensities of some peaks are observed to
vary dramatically as a function of photon energy. Fig. 8 shows
the wavelength-dependent intensity of peak C in the SEVI
spectra of both isotopologues. A dramatic increase in the relative intensity of peak C is observed with the photon energy

FIG. 7. Vibrational origins of the (a) CH2 CN− and (b) CD2 CN− highresolution SEVI spectra, taken at 5 K and at photon energies of 12 524 cm−1
for CH2 CN− and 12 463 cm−1 for CD2 CN− . Experimental spectra are plotted in solid black lines, while simulated spectra are plotted in red dashed
lines.

FIG. 8. SEVI spectra of (a) CH2 CN− and (b) CD2 CN− taken at 5 K and
various photon energies, illustrating wavelength dependence of relative peak
intensities.

tuned just below peak E for CD2 CN− , and above peak G for
CH2 CN− .
Nearly all peaks in the accumulated images for both isotopologues have photoelectron angular distributions (PADs)
aligned perpendicular to the laser polarization axis that shift
to isotropic closer to threshold, as is expected for a X̃ 2 B1 ←
X̃ 1 A transition.64, 65 The exceptions are peaks B and C in
the CH2 CN− spectra and peak C in the CD2 CN− spectra,
which appear isotropic regardless of eKE. Peaks I, J, and K
for CH2 CN− , and peaks B and F for CD2 CN− are too weak
to accurately measure anisotropies.
V. DISCUSSION

The SEVI spectra of CH2 CN− and CD2 CN− demonstrate
the utility of cryogenically cooling anions prior to photodetachment. With the ion trap held at 5 K, the hot bands which
dominated previously reported photoelectron spectra vanish
entirely.16, 31, 37 This effect is demonstrated for both species in
Fig. 4. In the absence of hot bands, we resolve other weak
vibrational features. SEVI also provides excellent instrumental resolution (5–7 cm−1 in the current work) which, when
combined with cooling, elucidates rotational structure and allows for more accurate extraction of vibrational frequencies
through fitting of rotational contours. The spectroscopic information extracted from our experiment is summarized in
Table IV, along with key results from prior work in other laboratories. Error values reported for the current work represent
instrumental resolution at a given eKE, determined by one
standard deviation of a Gaussian fit to a peak of atomic O− .
The exceptions are the ν 5 inversion splittings, where the reported error is one standard deviation of a Gaussian fit to the
511 hot band of each species.
The quality of the spectra were also improved by use
of the MEVELER algorithm,49 which reconstructs the eKE
distribution without inversion. As demonstrated in Fig. 3,
MEVELER reduces the baseline and noise of our spectra
compared to the inverse-Abel method,50 aiding interpreta-
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TABLE IV. Experimental parameters from previous studies and the current work. All values are given in
wavenumbers (cm−1 ).
CH2 CN−
Previous results
EA
DBS term energy
A
B
C
ν3
ν4
ν5
Barrier
Inversion splitting
This work
EA
ν3
ν4
ν5
Inversion splitting
ν6
ν9

CD2 CN−

CH2 CN
12 486(40)a , 12 445(113)b

12 428.665c
9.29431(14)c
0.338427(20)c
0.32761(21)c

9.506(4)d
0.347799(2)d
0.329429(2)d
1432.3e
1026.0e , 1028.5f
b
680 , 664.6e , 663.794g , 666.4f

100(50)h
152h

CD2 CN
12 405(97)b

12 360.434c
4.69517(15)c
0.300372(11)c
0.283102(11)c

4.7685(1)d
0.3029755(3)d
0.2843613(3)d
910.6e
538b , 544.4e

100(50)h
101h
12 468(2)
1439(3)
1027(8)
659(5); 2ν 5 = 1340(2)

130(20)

12 402(2)

544(5); 2ν 5 = 1105(2)
81(20)

420(10)
2ν 9 = 732(5)

389(8)

a

PES, Ref. 37.
PES, Ref. 16.
c
Autodetachment spectroscopy, Ref. 32.
d
Microwave spectroscopy, Ref. 15.
e
IR in argon matrix, Ref. 23.
f
IR in argon matrix, Ref. 20.
g
IR in gas phase, Ref. 24.
h
Estimated from fitting of PES, Ref. 16.
b

tion. This reduction is particularly important for resolving
weak features that lie between much stronger features. The
spectra processed with BASEX and pBASEX are less noisy
than inverse-Abel spectrum, but both introduce oscillations in
the baseline that are easily mistaken for real features, and do
not accurately reproduce narrow structure (see inset of Fig.
3). Baseline oscillations are much worse for BASEX51 and
pBASEX52 if the raw images are not Gaussian blurred before reconstruction. We reach similar conclusions about the
MEVELER algorithm’s relative performance using simulated
SEVI images, where the reconstructions can be compared to
the theoretical spectrum. With simulated data, MEVELER
outperforms the other reconstruction methods in reproducing
peak widths and introducing the fewest baseline artifacts.
A. Vibrational assignments for CH2 CN

The CH2 CN− SEVI spectra are dominated by the vibrational origin (peak A in Figs. 4(a), 5(a), and 6(a)) at
12 468 cm−1 (1.546 eV). The room-temperature spectrum
(red) in Fig. 4(a) is in excellent agreement with the previously reported photoelectron spectra of CH2 CN− .16, 31, 37 At
300 K, all that is resolved is the vibrational origin (peak A),
followed by a progression in the ν 5 mode (peaks C , G, J , and
L). An intense vibrational origin indicates minimal change
in geometry between anion and neutral. Extended progressions in the ν 5 umbrella mode indicate that the anion and neutral geometries differ primarily with regards to planarity.16, 31
The calculated geometries laid out in Table I support this

conclusion. The optimized anion geometry is a Cs bent structure, while the planar C2v structure lies on top of a barrier,
calculated to be 102 cm−1 , along the ν 5 coordinate. As this
barrier is expected to be comparable to the ν 5 vibrational zeropoint energy (see Fig. 2),16 the anion structure is effectively
planar, but “floppy.” The ν 5 progression in the SEVI spectrum
is therefore poorly represented by a harmonic FC simulation.
The progression observed at 300 K is not regularly
spaced, because transitions to neutral levels with even and
odd quanta in ν 5 originate from different anion vibrational
levels. The shallow double well structure of the anion ν 5
potential pushes the two lowest vibrational states closer in
energy, creating a small enough gap to have a significant
v5 = 1 population at room temperature. Only transitions to
neutral states with even quanta in the ν 5 mode can originate
from the ground vibrational state of the anion: 520 (peak G) and
540 (peak L). Allowed transitions to neutral states with odd ν 5
quanta must originate from the anion v5 = 1 state: 511 (peak
C ) and 531 (peak J ).
The hot band nature of the odd-quanta states is made
clear by the 5 K spectrum shown in black in Fig. 4(a). Here,
the intensities of peaks G and L are unchanged relative to A
from the 300 K trace, but peaks C and J disappear entirely,
as there is no significant population in the v5 = 1 anion level
at 5 K. The much weaker features C and J, visible in the absence of peaks C and J , are assigned to the FC forbidden
transitions 510 and 530 based on agreement with IR absorption
measurements of the ν 5 fundamental in gas phase23 and argon
matrices.20, 24
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Fig. 5(a) demonstrates more clearly the temperature dependence of 511 (peak C ). The spacing between peaks C and
C is well-resolved at temperatures of 30–50 K, giving an inversion splitting of ∼130 cm−1 between the v5 = 0 and 1
levels of CH2 CN− , close to the value of 152 cm−1 predicted
by Moran et al.16 This work is the first direct experimental
determination of the splitting between these two levels.
The high-resolution composite spectrum of CH2 CN−
shown in Fig. 6(a) shows additional vibrational structure. In
addition to the progression in ν 5 (peaks C, G, J, and L), we
observe transitions involving the C-C-N out-of-plane bending mode 610 (peak B) and 620 (peak E), the symmetric C-C
stretching mode 410 (peak F), the symmetric CH2 scissoring
mode 310 (peak H) and 320 (peak N), and, tentatively, the C-CN in-plane bending mode 920 (peak D). We also observe combination bands 520 610 (peak I), 310 510 (peak K), and 310 520 (peak
M). Features involving ν 3 and ν 4 were assigned by excellent
agreement with matrix IR absorption measurements by Cho
and Andrews,23 while the ν 6 and ν 9 peaks were assigned by
comparison with CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ harmonic frequencies (see Table I).
Several of the observed features have b1 vibrational symmetry (peaks B, C, I, J, and K), and are thus FC forbidden.
The appearance of these peaks is ascribed to mode-specific
vibrational autodetachment from the dipole bound state of
CH2 CN− , and will be discussed in detail in Sec. V D.

B. Vibrational assignments for CD2 CN

The CD2 CN SEVI spectra have an intense vibrational
origin (peak A in Figs. 4(b), 5(b), and 6(b)) at 12 402 cm−1
(1.538 eV). While the photoelectron spectrum of CD2 CN−
taken by Moran et al.16 resolved only a progression in the ν 5
mode, the SEVI overview spectra of CD2 CN− in Fig. 4(b) reveal additional structure. The ν 5 progression (peaks C , E, X,
I, Z, and L) is accompanied by combination bands of ν 5 and
the ν 6 b1 bending mode (peaks D, F , H, Y, and K). In the photodetachment of CH2 CN− , analysis of our ab initio normal
mode coordinates indicates that ν 6 primarily involves C-C-N
out-of-plane bending in the anion and neutral and does not
have significant Duschinsky mixing66 with ν 5 . For CD2 CN− ,
calculations indicate that the ν 6 mode involves significant motion of the deuterium atoms. Duschinsky mixing of ν 5 and ν 6
between the anion and neutral normal modes therefore leads
to coupled activity of ν 5 and ν 6 in the CD2 CN− spectra.
The CD2 CN− overview spectra exhibit numerous
temperature-dependent features. In Fig. 4(b), peaks C , F ,
X, Y, and Z are present at room temperature, and vanish
at 5 K, while the intensities of peaks D, E, H, I, K, and
L are temperature-independent. As was true for CH2 CN− ,
only transitions to neutral states with an even total number
of quanta in b1 modes are FC allowed from the ground vibrational state of the anion. Here, we assign 510 610 (peak D), 520
(peak E), 530 610 (peak H), 540 (peak I), 550 610 (peak K), and 560
(peak L). The transitions to neutral states with odd quanta in
b1 modes originate from the v5 = 1 anion state: peak C is
assigned to 511 , peak F to 521 610 , peak X to 531 , peak Y to 541 610 ,
and peak Z to 551 .

J. Chem. Phys. 140, 104305 (2014)

Fig. 5(b) gives a higher-resolution picture of the low-eBE
region of the spectrum. At 5 K, two weak FC forbidden features are apparent: 610 (peak B) and 510 (peak C). At 30–50 K,
two hot bands originating from the anion v5 = 1 level are
seen: peak C , already assigned to 511 , and the newly resolved
peak B , assigned to 501 610 . The gaps between peaks B and B ,
and peaks C and C are both ∼81 cm−1 , yielding the inversion
splitting between the first two ν 5 levels of CD2 CN− , close to
the value of 101 cm−1 estimated by Moran et al.16
The high-resolution SEVI spectrum of CD2 CN− shown
in Fig. 6(b) shows additional combination bands of ν 5 and ν 6 :
520 610 (peak F), 520 620 (peak G), and 540 620 (peak J). While these
three features lie only barely above baseline noise, they are
reproduced at many photon energies and are thus considered
real structure. As was true for the CH2 CN− spectra, the presence of FC forbidden vibrational features with b1 symmetry
(peaks B, C, and F) is ascribed to resonant autodetachment
from the anion DBS and will be discussed in Sec. V D.
C. Rotational structure of CH2 CN and CD2 CN

Fig. 7 shows high-resolution spectra of the vibrational
origins for cold CH2 CN− and CD2 CN− (black traces), highlighting partially-resolved rotational structure in both cases.
These contours are representative of the rovibrational structure of all strong features in the spectra of each species.
CH2 CN and CD2 CN are near-prolate asymmetric tops with
large rotational constants around their C2 axes: A = 9.5 cm−1
for CH2 CN and 4.8 cm−1 for CD2 CN.15 Both species have
two equivalent hydrogens, yielding para and ortho nuclear
spin isomers. Rovibrational structure very similar to that in
Fig. 7 has been observed for jet-cooled CH2 CO and CD2 CO
with ZEKE and MATI photoionization techniques.67, 68 SEVI
has also revealed partially resolved rotational structure in the
past for the 1-propynyl radical.69
The selection rules that govern rovibronic transitions for
the nuclear spin isomers of CH2 CN, CD2 CN, and analogous
systems have been described in Refs. 32 and 68, but we summarize them here for reference. The energy levels of a slightly
asymmetric prolate top can be estimated by70


Eprolate (J, K) = 12 (B + C)J (J + 1) + A − 12 (B + C) K 2 ,
(1)
where J and K are rotational quantum numbers, and A, B, and
C are the rotational constants for the three principal axes of
the molecule, with A > B ∼ C. As B and C for both systems
are much smaller than the resolution of SEVI, we cannot distinguish transitions in J, but the A values are large enough to
resolve transitions in K.
The allowed values of K = Kneutral − Kanion are determined by the requirement that the direct product of the total
internal wavefunctions of the initial and final states be antisymmetric with respect to inversion:71
anion
anion
anion
neutral
neutral
rve
⊗ ns
⊗ es
⊗ rve
⊗ ns
neutral
⊗es
⊗ photoelectron ⊃  ∗ ,

where rve is the rovibronic character of a given state,  ns is
the nuclear spin symmetry,  es is the electron spin symmetry,
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and  photoelectron is the electronic character of the outgoing
photoelectron. The nuclear spin and electron spin will remain
unchanged during the process, and * = A2 in the C2v point
group, so
anion
neutral
rve
⊗ rve
⊗ photoelectron ⊃ A2 .

Assuming independent rotational, vibrational, and electronic
degrees of freedom, rve = rot ⊗ vib ⊗ elec , where
 elec is a state’s electronic character, vib is its vibrational
character, and  rot is its rotational character. For the photodetachment process under consideration, the photoelectron
distributions are observed to be predominantly isotropic
close to threshold and are thus attributed to s-wave (l = 0)
electrons, so  photoelectron = A1 . For the FC allowed peaks of
both CH2 CN− and CD2 CN− , we are therefore left with
anion
neutral
rot
⊗ rot
⊃ B2 .

Based on the symmetries of rotational states of C2v species,71
the allowed transitions correspond to K = odd.
Nuclear spin statistics directly analogous to those of diatomic H2 and D2 determine the allowed rotational states for
CH2 CN− or CD2 CN− before photodetachment. For CH2 CN−
the total internal wavefunction must be antisymmetric with
respect to exchange of hydrogen atoms. Anions in ortho nuclear spin states must have odd Kanion , while para anions must
be in rotational states with even Kanion .71 The statistical ratio
of ortho to para states is 3:1, so transitions originating from
odd Kanion states of CH2 CN− will be three times stronger than
those originating from even Kanion states. In a SEVI experiment with anions at 5 K, we expect to see only transitions
from Kanion = 0 and Kanion = 1 in a 1:3 intensity ratio.
For CD2 CN− , the total internal wavefunction must be
symmetric with respect to the exchange of deuterium atoms,
yielding ortho anions with even Kanion , and para anions with
odd Kanion . The statistical ratio of ortho to para states is
2:1 for CD2 CN− . Transitions originating from Kanion = 0
states of cold CD2 CN− will be twice as strong as those from
Kanion = 1 states. Additionally, as the A constant for CD2 CN−
is small (∼4.7 cm−1 ),32 we may see weak transitions originating from Kanion = 2 states.
The Kneutral ← Kanion rotational assignments for the
CH2 CN− and CD2 CN− vibrational origins are laid out in
Table V. For CH2 CN− , peaks a and c in Fig. 7(a) are the
0 ← 1 and 2 ← 1 transitions of the ortho isomer. Peak b,
the 1 ← 0 transition of the para isomer, has roughly onethird the intensity of peaks a and c, based on the nuclear
spin statistics described above. These transitions are spaced
by approximately 2A, according to Eq. (1), and assuming
Aanion ∼ Aneutral within the resolution of SEVI. Underlying
the CD2 CN− rotational envelope are the 1 ← 2, 1 ← 0, and
3 ← 2 transitions of the ortho isomer (peaks a, c, and e in
Fig. 7(b)), and the 0 ← 1 and 2 ← 1 transitions of the para isomer (peaks b and d). Peak c is roughly twice as strong as peaks
b and d, in accordance with nuclear spin statistics, while peaks
a and e are much weaker, originating from rotationally excited
ortho states. The rotational features for CD2 CN− are also expected to be spaced by 2A, but are not well resolved due
to the smaller rotational constant. The rotational envelopes
simulated in PGOPHER (red traces in Fig. 7) reproduce the
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TABLE V. Rotational assignments for the SEVI spectra of the vibrational
origins of CH2 CN− and CD2 CN− given in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b).
Peak

Nuclear spin

Transition (Kneutral ← Kanion )

CH2 CN−

a
b
c

Ortho
Para
Ortho

0←1
1←0
2←1

CD2 CN−

a
b
c
d
e

Ortho
Para
Ortho
Para
Ortho

1←2
0←1
1←0
2←1
3←2

observed features, though the fit is much better for CH2 CN
than for CD2 CN.
D. Vibrational autodetachment

The CH2 CN− and CD2 CN− SEVI spectra show FC
forbidden transitions involving odd changes in vibrational
quantum number in the non-totally symmetric ν 5 and ν 6 vibrational modes. The weak appearance of such features is often ascribed to Herzberg-Teller (HT) coupling through excited
states of the neutral with the same overall vibronic symmetry
as the forbidden feature.42, 72 Both CH2 CN and CD2 CN have
a 2 B1 ground electronic state, so b1 vibrational modes like ν 5
and ν 6 would have to undergo HT coupling through an A1
neutral excited state. TDDFT calculations carried out as described in Sec. III indicate that the lowest-lying excited state
with A1 symmetry has a term energy of 5.9 eV. It is therefore unlikely for the b1 peaks to gain intensity through HT
coupling.
The strong dependence of forbidden peak intensities on
photon energy suggests an alternate mechanism. Fig. 8 shows
that the intensity of the 510 transition in the CH2 CN− and
CD2 CN− spectra (peak C in both cases) is highly dependent
on photon energy. When the photon energy lies just below
the 520 photodetachment transition of CD2 CN− (peak E in
Fig. 8(b)), there is a dramatic spike in the relative intensity of
peak C. A weaker resonance is observed for CH2 CN− when
the photon energy lies above 520 (peak G in Fig. 8(a)). In both
cases, it is likely that the anion transitions to a vibrationally
excited dipole bound state, and undergoes mode-specific vibrational autodetachment to the neutral v5 = 1 state, dramatically increasing the intensity of the 510 feature in the SEVI
spectrum. This mechanism is analogous to resonant autodetachment from the DBS of phenoxide recently reported by
Liu et al.73
Vibrational autodetachment is a non-Born-Oppenheimer
process, wherein vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom couple the autodetaching anion state to the (neutral +
free electron) continuum.74, 75 The propensity rules of vibrational autodetachment parallel those of autoionization from
Rydberg states.76 Threshold autodetachment spectroscopy
has been used in the past to study the CH2 CN− and CD2 CN−
DBSs, so the electronic surfaces involved support the coupling of electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom required for vibrational autodetachment. Lykke et al. measured
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rotational spectra of the vibrational origins of both species’
DBSs with resolved J transitions,32 while Brauman and coworkers were able to resolve K transitions in the DBS vibrational origins of both species34 and in the 511 band of
the CH2 CN− DBS.33 All three studies found DBS rotational
structure covering extensive ranges of energy as detachment
from very warm precursor ions allowed for transitions to
highly excited DBS J states. As we detach from cryogenically
cooled ions, we expect much sparser DBS structure. Therefore, direct detachment to the neutral is the dominant process
in our experiment while autodetaching resonances occur at
narrow ranges of photon energy.
Vibrational autodetachment preferentially occurs by loss
of one vibrational quantum (v = −1) in a coupling mode
whose normal coordinate changes the character of the anion
orbital from which the electron is autodetached.74, 77 Brauman
and co-workers33 suggested that vibrational autodetachment
from the CH2 CN− DBS was accompanied by the loss of one
quantum in ν 5 . As the anion and neutral geometries differ
along the ν 5 normal coordinate, displacement along ν 5 must
affect the electronic character of the DBS, so it is reasonable
that the ν 5 mode would couple with autodetachment.
The CH2 CN− DBS lies 12 429 cm−1 above the anion
ground state, and the CD2 CN− DBS lies at 12 360 cm−1 .32 By
comparison to the electron affinities of CH2 CN and CD2 CN
reported in this work (see Table IV), we obtain binding energies of 39 and 42 cm−1 , respectively, for the DBSs of
CH2 CN− and CD2 CN− , refining the previous upper bounds
of 67 and 66 cm−1 .32 The vibrational frequencies of the DBSs
should be quite close to those of the neutrals, as the dipole
bound electron only weakly perturbs the neutral geometry.32
The DBS vibrational levels should therefore lie ∼40 cm−1
below their neutral counterparts in both isotopologues. This
spacing is consistent with the results shown for CD2 CN− in
Fig. 8(b), where there is an enormous enhancement of 510
(peak C) when the photon energy lies ∼40 cm−1 below 520
(peak E). Fig. 8(b) thus represents a clear instance of vibrational autodetachment from the 2ν 5 level of the CD2 CN−
DBS, accompanied by the loss of one quantum in ν 5 . While
the region just below the corresponding CH2 CN− 520 feature
(peak G in Fig. 8(a)) was not scanned for resonances, a resonance in the relative intensity of 510 (peak C) was noted with
the photon energy tuned just above 520 . The appearance of the
other b1 forbidden modes observed in both spectra can be ascribed to autodetachment from FC accessible DBS states by
v = −1 processes in ν 5 or ν 6 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS

We report high-resolution photoelectron spectra for
the cyanomethide anion, CH2 CN− , and its isotopologue,
CD2 CN− . With our cryogenic ion trap, we eliminate the hot
bands that dominated previous photoelectron spectra of these
species, allowing resolution of new vibrational features and
rotational structure. We refine values for the electron affinities of CH2 CN and CD2 CN, and the binding energies of their
dipole bound anions. Tunable ion trap temperature allows
for control of vibrationally excited anion populations and the
measurement of the inversion splitting of the lowest ν 5 lev-
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els in the ground state anions of both species. Additionally,
we observe mode-specific vibrational autodetachment from
the dipole bound anionic states, producing Franck-Condon
forbidden features.
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